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INTRODUCTION 

 

In my quest to understand loneliness, I have discovered that it is not merely a sensation of 

isolation and disconnection from others but also an incredible opportunity to explore the 

depths of our being and uncover the extraordinary within. Loneliness becomes a catalyst 

for self-realization, a transformative journey that transcends the confines of the physical 

realm. Guided by this revelation, I embarked on the path of metaphysical exploration, 

aiming to liberate myself forever from the bonds of loneliness. 

 

When viewed through a metaphysical lens, loneliness is an illusion, a temporary veil that 

obscures our inherent interconnectedness with the universe. It invites us to delve into the 

depths of our consciousness, where we encounter the divine spark that resides within us 

all. As we venture into solitude, we realize we are never truly alone. We are accompanied 

by unseen powerful forces and the universal consciousness that permeates all existence. 

 

Therefore, I invite you to shift your perspective as you delve into the forthcoming 

chapters. Shed any discomfort associated with loneliness and explore how solitude can 

serve as an ally, propelling us toward transformation and awakening. Let us navigate the 

depths of our inner world, unraveling the layers of societal conditioning and unlocking 

the treasure of self-awareness. Embracing our loneliness holds the potential to rediscover 

our authentic selves. 

 

As we navigate the metaphysical terrain of loneliness, we encounter transformative 

experiences that defy rational explanations. Synchronicities align, guiding us toward 

encounters, experiences, and teachings that facilitate our growth and expansion. We 

realize that the universe cooperates to assist us on our path, presenting us with 

opportunities for healing, learning, and profound self-discovery. 

 

As we embrace the metaphysical aspects of our journey, we tap into the boundless 

wellspring of wisdom and divine grace. We draw upon ancient teachings, esoteric 

knowledge, and spiritual practices that have guided seekers throughout the ages. These 

metaphysical tools serve as beacons of light, illuminating our path and assisting us in 

navigating the uncharted territories of our consciousness. 

 

May this book serve as a testament to the metaphysical journey of liberation from 

loneliness, a guide that merges the physical and spiritual realms. May it inspire you to 

embark on your own metaphysical odyssey, embracing solitude as a sacred sanctuary 

where the infinite potential of your soul unfolds. In this sacred space, may you discover 

the interconnectedness of all things and the profound liberation that arises from realizing 

your true nature. 

  



 

 

 

Chapter 1 

 

EXPLORING THE COMPLEXITY OF LONELINESS 

 

Loneliness is a complex emotion that is experienced by many individuals. Its severity can 

vary from mild to moderate to severe, and for some, it can significantly impact their lives, 

necessitating medical intervention. Loneliness often leads to feelings of depression, 

anxiety, frustration, and a sense of life's meaninglessness. It is a profound feeling of 

emptiness, akin to a never-healing wound or a perpetual darkness that casts a shadow 

over every moment. It is a sensation of absence, unneeded, abandoned, and isolated. 

 

The manifestation of loneliness differs for each person. A child may experience 

loneliness differently from an elderly person, and the loneliness of a single woman may 

differ from that of a married woman. Similarly, the experience of loneliness varies 

between leaders and followers. The feeling of loneliness is influenced by individual 

stories, personality traits, temperament, living situations, cultural backgrounds, and more. 

However, it is safe to say that no two people will have identical experiences of loneliness. 

 

One may sense something is missing but struggle to identify precisely what it is. Yet, 

there is an invisible energy, a potent force that lingers. While observing others around 

you smiling, laughing, socializing, and seemingly enjoying life, it appears that no one 

else feels lonely except you. You may pretend to be cheerful and carefree, yet that 

persistent emptiness and disconnection persist, even in the presence of friends, family, a 

romantic partner, or in a crowd. 

 

Feelings of loneliness have contributed significantly to the rise of drug addiction and 

alcoholism in recent times. Consequently, loneliness has garnered increased attention, 

with researchers highlighting its prevalence and impact on individuals' well-being. 

Various studies, such as those conducted by The Office for National Statistics (ONS) in 

the United Kingdom, Cigna, and The American Journal of Public Health, confirm the 

alarming rates of loneliness. 

 

According to a Cigna study titled New Cigna Study Reveals Loneliness at Epidemic 

Levels in America (Bloomfield, CT, May 1, 2018) published online, nearly half of the 

respondents reported feeling lonely at times or consistently. The research also highlights 

the correlation between loneliness and poor physical and mental health. 

 

Moreover, loneliness and the fear of loneliness can often lead to bad decisions that may 

dramatically change one's life and destiny. For example, someone feeling lonely may 

rush into a marriage or relationship that is not healthy or fulfilling simply for the sake of 

having someone in their life. This can lead to an unhappy and unsatisfying union, causing 

long-term emotional pain and suffering. Similarly, loneliness can drive someone to take 



 

 

 

risks they would not otherwise take, such as gambling, which can result in significant 

financial losses and other negative consequences. 

 

Typically, loneliness is associated with being alone, lacking intimacy with other people, 

not having lasting relationships, feeling unneeded, misunderstood, and not finding like-

minded individuals to share thoughts and emotions. Relationships certainly help diminish 

the severity of loneliness, at least temporarily, but as we will explore later, connections 

cannot eliminate it entirely. For example, a person could have a family with children yet 

still feel lonely. Even with thousands of admirers surrounding an individual, the feeling 

of loneliness may persist. 

 

To illustrate the experience of loneliness, let us examine notable figures who openly 

expressed their struggles with loneliness despite their fame and the crowds surrounding 

them. Many books have been explicitly written addressing their experiences with 

loneliness, and a selection of these works is included in the Bibliography section.  

 

Abraham Lincoln, the 16th President of the United States, is known to have experienced 

loneliness. Despite his significant role in American history and the attention he received, 

Lincoln often grappled with melancholy and a sense of isolation. He extensively wrote 

about his feelings of loneliness and the burden of leadership. 

 

Princess Diana also faced loneliness and emotional struggles throughout her life, despite 

being constantly in the public eye. For example, in an interview with BBC Panorama's 

Martin Bashir (1995), Princess Diana shared her experiences and emotions, including 

loneliness. 

 

Winston Churchill, the former British Prime Minister, dealt with periods of profound 

loneliness during his political career. His dedication to leadership and his role as a 

wartime leader often meant carrying the weight of decision-making and feeling the 

burden of responsibility, which could lead to feelings of isolation. 

 

Churchill's daughter revealed in her memoir that her father experienced what he called 

his "black dog" episodes. These were periods of depression and melancholy, which could 

indicate feelings of loneliness and isolation. 

 

After World War II, Churchill was not in power and spent what he referred to as his 

"wilderness years" in relative political isolation, as he describes in his book Wilderness 

Years. During this time, he faced criticism, struggled to regain political influence, and 

experienced a deep sense of being alone. Churchill's letters to his wife and close friends 

revealed moments of personal weakness and the emotional challenges he faced as a 

leader. 

 



 

 

 

Despite his fame and adoring fans, Elvis Presley, the renowned American singer and 

cultural icon, experienced loneliness and a deep sense of emptiness. He often struggled 

with the pressures of celebrity and the challenges of maintaining authentic relationships 

amidst his fame. 

 

As we can see, no number of relationships can overcome loneliness. No matter how hard 

we try to connect with others and have as many people in our life as possible, loneliness 

just does not want to go away. And the harder we try, the worse it gets. So, it seems that 

fighting loneliness is futile. 

 

Sages, mystics, and prominent people have provided many insights about loneliness.  

 

Osho, also known as Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, was an Indian mystic, philosopher, and 

spiritual teacher who offered insights into various aspects of life, including loneliness. He 

had a unique perspective on loneliness and emphasized the importance of understanding 

and embracing it. Osho books and video discourses are readily available online. 

 

Osho emphasized that true love and connection can arise when individuals can be alone 

and not depend on others for their happiness. He believed that genuine relationships are 

based on freedom, respect, and a deep understanding of one's own individuality. He 

encouraged individuals to face and explore their loneliness rather than avoiding or 

suppressing it. He believed that by fully embracing and understanding loneliness, one can 

transcend it and experience a sense of inner wholeness. Loneliness arises when one seeks 

external validation or constant companionship, while aloneness is being self-sufficient 

and connected to one's essence. 

 

In his philosophical works, Arthur Schopenhauer delved into the nature of loneliness and 

the human condition. Schopenhauer regarded loneliness as an intrinsic part of the human 

condition and explored its significance concerning individual experience and suffering. 

He believed that solitude is essential for true self-discovery and personal freedom, an 

opportunity for introspection and escaping the influence and constraints imposed by 

society and external relationships. 

 

Examples of how loneliness affects ordinary people can be taken from real-life situations. 

 

Consider an elderly widow who recently lost her spouse and struggles with limited social 

connections. That could lead to profound loneliness as she navigates life without a 

partner. The absence of companionship and emotional support can result in isolation, 

depression, and poor well-being overall. Additionally, lack of social interaction might 

affect her physical health, too - she might be less motivated to engage in healthy activities 

or seek medical care. 

 



 

 

 

Similarly, consider a college student who relocates to a new city for studies but finds it 

hard to make meaningful relationships with peers despite thousands being around them - 

this sense of loneliness could affect their academic performance negatively, alongside 

mental health issues during university years. They yearn for true friendships while 

struggling with exclusion or alienation, causing increased stress and anxiety.  

 

Furthermore, today's digital age allows people the convenience of remote work, which 

might contribute significantly towards devastating feelings like isolation or loneliness. 

The shift towards remote work means more employees are working independently 

without colleagues nearby, leading to disconnection from the workplace. Not having 

those daily interactions or shared experiences results in reduced job satisfaction levels, 

lower productivity rates, and an increased potential for mental health problems.  

 

These instances underscore how pervasive loneliness affects individuals across all walks 

of life circumstances at different points along life's journey. 

 

As we contemplate the nature of loneliness, an important question comes to mind: is it 

solely a product of our social connections and relationships? If loneliness were simply a 

matter of having or lacking relationships, one might expect that the feeling would 

disappear as soon as a new relationship is formed. However, this is often not the case. 

While building and maintaining meaningful relationships can help combat loneliness, it is 

not a one-size-fits-all panacea. Instead, it will require the courage to look inside ourselves 

and make a paradigm shift outside of convention. It requires going meta, meaning taking 

a step back and looking at something from a higher perspective, involving self-reflection 

or analyzing the dynamics of a loneliness phenomenon. It can provide insights, new 

perspectives, and a much deeper understanding. 

 

In the subsequent chapter, we will explore practical remedies that enable us to transcend 

loneliness. We will delve into the possibility of forging unlimited friendships, free from 

the confines of social media, and we will contemplate the notion that utter loneliness is an 

eternal tapestry woven into the fabric of the universe. We will learn how to cultivate 

independence from others and unveil additional insights along the way. 

  



 

 

 

Chapter 2 

 

INITIATING STEPS TO CONQUER LONELINESS  

 

Loneliness permeates the universe, existing eternally and omnipresent. Every element 

within the cosmos is imbued with loneliness. To grasp this concept, let us contemplate 

the following scenario: Envision ascending into space, climbing to a distance of ten 

thousand miles above Earth. What unfolds? An infinite expanse reveals itself, an 

unfathomably desolate realm enveloped in profound silence and darkness. In this domain, 

you will encounter sheer solitude devoid of any surroundings, save for distant stars and 

galaxies peering at you from millions of light-years away. 

 

From this vantage point, authentic loneliness unveils itself. Imagine placing yourself in 

this position. No individuals, no smartphones, no internet, no Facebook, no cars, no 

dwellings, no trees, no supermarkets, and no voices. Only you and the void. This serves 

as an exemplification of universal loneliness. It enlightens us that all entities exist within 

an abyss of solitude: planets, stars, galaxies, and asteroids. In essence, loneliness 

constitutes the fabric of our world. The entire expanse of the universe is entrenched in 

abject solitude. 

 

Like fish in the vast ocean, we navigate a sea of loneliness. This experience is not 

dependent on the presence of friends, family, or even many followers on social media 

platforms. 

 

Loneliness predates our existence and will persist beyond our lifetime. It can be 

perceived as an energy that permeates the microcosm and macrocosm, embracing 

everything and everyone. Loneliness is an inherent part of our being. We are inherently 

lonely. It is not an external force that can be eliminated like a virus through vaccination. 

Loneliness accompanies us from birth, ingrained within our psychic system. Just as our 

bodies possess two arms, loneliness is integral to our psychological makeup. 

 

By accepting loneliness as an intrinsic element of our psyche, we acknowledge that it will 

persist, yet it will no longer emotionally disturb us. Acceptance dissipates the energy of 

the emotion of loneliness. It is akin to the principles of Judo, where one utilizes the 

attacker's energy to overcome them. So, the next time you experience loneliness, engage 

in an internal dialogue. It is alright to feel lonely. It is a natural part of me. There is 

nothing inherently wrong with me. Loneliness, stay quiet, and observe as I continue with 

my life. You hold no power over me. I am your master, not the other way around. You will 

not compel me to seek pointless conversations for the sake of avoidance. I possess inner 

strength. I will decide when I choose to engage socially. I am not desperate, nor am I 

needy. 

 



 

 

 

Regarding resolving the loneliness predicament, it is essential to recognize that there is 

no "other." This notion may initially seem harsh. However, as you delve into the 

following discussions, you will discover the need for a paradigm shift, a fresh perspective 

on conventional notions. 

 

How many close, trusted friends do you currently have? Is it ten, twenty, or maybe even 

fifty? The number of friends one has can vary depending on how we define the term 

"friend." Typically, a friend is considered a physical human being with whom we can 

interact in various ways – seeing, hearing, touching, talking, sharing meals, going on trips 

together, and more. In this context, if a friend were to leave our lives, our friend count 

would decrease. 

 

However, let's explore an alternative perspective. When we are in the company of a 

friend, what truly matters? We engage with them mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. 

We may observe their physical attributes such as their body shape, age, hairstyle, eye 

color, clothing, and accessories, but the essence lies in our conversations, the exchange of 

ideas, emotions, jokes, and the shared understanding of the world. Engaging in activities 

like playing games, traveling, and dining together becomes meaningful when we share 

common ground with our friends. As social creatures, we enjoy being in the company of 

those who share similar interests and values while often avoiding interactions with those 

with whom we have little in common, as it may lead to arguments, anger, and frustration. 

Finding friends or a life partner who truly aligns with our values and interests can be 

challenging, particularly when it comes to long-lasting and genuinely fulfilling 

relationships. The prevalence of unhappy marriages is a testament to this fact, but that is 

a topic for another discussion. 

 

Is it possible to have friends with whom we interact mentally, emotionally, and spiritually 

without their physical presence? Absolutely! We can establish connections with 

thousands of individuals, whether they are alive or have passed away. We can 

communicate with the likes of Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Walt Whitman, Henry James, 

Tolstoy, Dumas, Balzac, Osho, Lao Tzu, and more through their writings. As we read 

their words or listen to audiobooks, they become our friends, sharing their thoughts and 

perspectives. We delve into their minds and souls, learning valuable lessons from them. 

Time is no longer a barrier; we transcend temporal limitations, with their presence vividly 

imagined as if they were sitting across from us, conversing in our own space. Their 

timeless thoughts and ideas become as relevant as they were freshly shared with us. 

Furthermore, they can reshape our thinking and influence our way of life. Some may 

even become cherished mentors and guides, profoundly impacting our existence. Books 

with transformative content can alter our personalities, priorities, plans, and destiny. 

 

With this expanded definition of friendship, our capacity for loving and admiring others 

becomes limitless. When someone asks about our number of friends, we can truthfully 

respond that we have an abundance, possibly even beyond our count. The distinction lies 



 

 

 

in how we define friendship – not limited to physical presence but encompassing ideas 

and connections. If you possess 2,000 books in your library, you have at least 2,000 

friends. And in the case of eBooks, these friends are constantly with you, accessible 

regardless of your location, residing within your computer, cell phone, or tablet. 

 

Thus, we have the potential for both physical and nonphysical friendships. We can also 

select our nonphysical friends just as we choose our physical friends. As someone 

engaged in metaphysics, my preference leans towards nonphysical friends who possess 

mastery in metaphysical realms, aiding my understanding of existence and potentially 

offering answers to the questions I seek. These friends are genuine and trustworthy, and I 

trust them. Naturally, the choice of nonphysical friends is a personal one. Any author can 

become your nonphysical friend. 

 

Immersing myself in books has become an integral part of my lifestyle. I find immense 

joy in dedicating entire days to reading, reclining in my comfortable chair, accompanied 

by a snack, coffee, and soothing music. As I delve into the pages, the world's chaos fades 

away, and I enter different realms of existence. Through this solitary act, I never feel 

lonely. It's as if I'm "socializing" with my nonphysical companions, gaining invaluable 

insights from them. I encourage you to try it if you haven't already and witness the 

potential of this "remedy" for loneliness in your own life. 

 

My vast library comprises around 4,000 books, primarily eBooks and audiobooks, 

occupying no physical space in my home. It encompasses diverse subjects such as 

Eastern and Western philosophy, classical literature, psychiatry, cosmology, occultism, 

human anatomy, herbal medicine, biology, physics, engineering, investments, and more. 

Each book unveils a distinct reality of existence, shaped by the perspectives of its author. 

 

 

The important thing is to not stop questioning. Curiosity has its own 

reason for existence. One cannot help but be in awe when he 

contemplates the mysteries of eternity, of life, of the marvelous structure 

of reality. It is enough if one tries merely to comprehend a little of this 

mystery each day. 

- Albert Einstein  

 

If you haven't started building your library yet, I highly recommend investing in books 

that can transform you. Many eBooks are free or at a low cost on platforms like Amazon, 

making them a valuable investment in yourself that is bound to enhance your life. Unlike 

other investments, books cannot be taken away from you, making them a secure and 

enduring asset regardless of the state of the economy. 

 



 

 

 

Regularly reading enlightening books, a fundamental part of your life, will bring 

numerous benefits, including increased confidence, self-sufficiency, and happiness. 

 

Indeed, revered intellectuals across time have shared their viewpoints regarding the 

importance and worth of reading. Presented below are concise summaries that capture 

their reflections on this subject. 

 

Francis Bacon emphasized that reading enriches knowledge and depth, enabling 

individuals to engage in meaningful conversations and articulate their ideas precisely. 

 

Ralph Waldo Emerson suggested that books shape and influence us, impacting our 

thoughts, beliefs, and personal growth. 

 

Socrates recognized the value of learning from the wisdom and insights of others through 

books, facilitating personal growth and acquiring knowledge. 

 

Jorge Luis Borge, a celebrated writer, and bibliophile, expressed his profound 

appreciation for books and the idea that a library represents a blissful realm filled with 

limitless knowledge and exploration. 

 

Mortimer J. Adler emphasized the importance of quality reading over quantity, 

highlighting the transformative power of books that deeply resonate with the reader. 

 

John Locke underscored the significance of active engagement and critical thinking when 

reading, as mere information consumption is insufficient without personal reflection and 

assimilation. 

 

Reading offers a practical path toward self-sufficiency. It stimulates our creativity, 

resilience, and confidence, making us more intelligent and capable and equipping us with 

the tools to thrive. Most importantly, reading helps reduce our dependence on others 

when combating loneliness. 

 

As we conclude this chapter, consider how our environment can contribute to feelings of 

loneliness. The next chapter will delve into the layers of cultural expectations and societal 

pressures that influence loneliness. Brace yourself for an insightful exploration that 

challenges conventional beliefs and provides empowerment.  

  



 

 

 

Chapter 3 

 

UNDERSTANDING HOW REALITY CONTROLS LONELINESS  

 

Let's explore the concept of reality. The definition of reality can vary depending on the 

context in which it is discussed. In general terms, reality refers to the state of things as 

they truly exist, independent of our perceptions, beliefs, or interpretations. It 

encompasses objective aspects in the external world, as opposed to subjective 

experiences or imagined constructs. 

 

However, it is important to acknowledge that reality can also be subjective. Everyone 

perceives and interprets the world through unique filters of experiences, beliefs, and 

biases. This subjectivity adds layers of complexity when attempting to define reality 

universally. 

 

We are presented with a particular version of reality from birth, which shapes our 

worldview. Various factors such as kindergarten, school, college, workplace, culture, 

race, age, TV shows, news media, social media, political parties, religions, fads, 

movements, groups, friends, family, books, the internet, and more contribute to our 

understanding of reality. 

 

Throughout our lives, we become a cumulative product of these influences, similar to 

having numerous programs installed in our brains that govern our thoughts, reactions, 

emotions, actions, purchases, eating habits, living arrangements, social circles, 

communication styles, and expressions. Mass programming and mind control have been 

ingrained in humans since ancient times. 

 

To illustrate, individuals indoctrinated with a Marxist ideology may adopt and adhere to 

it in their thoughts and way of life. In some cases, people may display such unwavering 

dedication to the cause that they are willing to make sacrifices, even risking their lives. 

Tragically, millions of lives were lost during the twentieth century due to extreme 

devotion to Marxist ideology. 

 

Marxism, along with its associated ideologies of socialism and communism, is a political 

philosophy that outlines the principles for a just and egalitarian society. It places 

importance on a legal and social framework that supports the principles of justice, 

fairness, and impartiality. It suggests that laws and regulations are consistently enforced 

and individuals are treated equitably within the legal system. Marxism represents a 

society that highly regards equality and works towards reducing inequalities in wealth, 

power, and opportunities among its population. Advocates of these theories imagine a 

utopian society in which resources are equitably distributed and everyone’s needs are 

fulfilled, irrespective of their intellectual abilities and contributions.  



 

 

 

Hence, Soviet propaganda propagated that in a fully communist society, there would be 

unparalleled prosperity, with abundant goods available in stores and all essential services 

provided free of charge, including groceries, cars, houses, vacations, education, and 

healthcare. In such a society, the significance of money would diminish, and eventually, 

money would disappear from existence. The focus would shift towards diligently 

working for the collective welfare rather than pursuing individual gain. The phrase "free" 

was a persuasive gimmick in promoting this utopian vision. However, achieving this  

utopia had one condition: everyone must sacrifice their lives now for the sake of the 

heavenly future. In other words, toil for meager compensation in the present, and you will 

be rewarded with a free Rolls-Royce and a luxurious mansion on the French Rivera in the 

future; at least your children will live in heaven on Earth.  

 

While the concept of a socialist/communist utopia may appear enticing, the reality of 

living under such systems is significantly different. I can speak from experience, having 

been born and lived in the Soviet Union for twenty-six years. Fortunately, I resided there 

after Stalin's death in 1953, during a period when repression eased, the personality cult 

surrounding Stalin was denounced, de-Stalinization took place, and the Gulag system 

was dismantled. Consequently, I did not directly witness the horrors that the renowned 

Russian writer Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn documented in his monumental work, The Gulag 

Archipelago. Nonetheless, Solzhenitsyn's writing serves as a heartbreaking testament to 

our environment's profound impact on our emotional well-being, particularly concerning 

feelings of loneliness. 

 

The term Gulag in Russian refers to Glavnoye Upravleniye Lagerey, which translates to 

Chief Administration of Labor Camps. Reading The Gulag Archipelago is an eye-

opening revelation that exposes the disturbing ease with which humans can perpetrate 

cruelty upon one another. The book vividly portrays how individuals can derive pleasure 

from inflicting pain and suffering, often being rewarded with promotions and incentives 

for their sadistic actions. The Gulag system served as a brutal embodiment of this 

extreme barbarity. With an estimated population of fifteen to twenty million people, 

accounting for approximately ten percent of the Soviet population, the system operated 

on a cycle where those who perished were swiftly replaced by newcomers. Solzhenitsyn's 

account of the Gulag system may appear surreal, surpassing even the darkest nightmares, 

yet it chillingly captures the horrific reality of socialism/communism in action. 

 

Upon delving into Solzhenitsyn's works, a disturbing portrayal of Soviet society emerges, 

revealing a reality completely devoid of fundamental liberties such as freedom of speech, 

where all forms of communication were strictly censored. Living constantly fearing arrest 

or punishment for expressing differing views, individuals were trapped in a society where 

the government wielded control and effectively manipulated minds. The Communist 

Party held absolute power over every aspect of life, resulting in a brutal dictatorial regime 

that gave citizens no sovereignty. 

 



 

 

 

Within the confines of Soviet society, individuals were stripped of their rights and 

reduced to mere possessions of the government. Consequently, feelings of loneliness, 

depression, anxiety, frustration, alcoholism, and a high suicide rate permeated everyday 

existence, particularly among those grappling with the widespread prevalence of 

alcoholism. Many resorted to consuming vodka and homemade brews daily, especially in 

rural areas. Temporarily, the miseries of life would subside under the influence of 

intoxication. Vodka, easily accessible and unrestricted, served as a readily available 

relief. However, the excessive consumption of alcohol, combined with the hardships of 

life, chronic depression, and a pervasive sense of hopelessness, resulted in low average 

life expectancy in the Soviet Union, barely reaching forty-one years just before World 

War II. 

 

Except for the Communist Party elite, most of the Soviet population lived on the 

precipice of poverty. While a semblance of economic equality existed, it stemmed 

primarily from the chronic scarcity of resources that affected everyone equally. Daily life 

was characterized by an arduous struggle to acquire basic necessities, and grocery stores 

and supermarkets often had thinly stocked shelves or empty. 

 

While healthcare and college education in the Soviet Union were free, a closer 

examination reveals that the actual cost was indirectly borne through meager salaries. 

 

The dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 marked the end of a 74-year existence 

characterized by falsehoods, deceit, and unattainable objectives. The "perestroika" 

movement, initiated within the Soviet government, played a significant role in 

precipitating the collapse of the Soviet Union. As a result, present-day Russia is a 

prosperous capitalist society and a global superpower, starkly contrasting its former 

communist model. 

 

The example drawn from life in the Soviet Union is a powerful reminder of the 

importance of living in a society founded on principles of truth. When a society is built 

upon falsehoods and an inverted reality, it can profoundly impact the emotional well-

being of individuals. Chronic feelings of loneliness, depression, and other emotional 

issues often arise from living in a society where the truth is suppressed, and individuals 

are coerced into accepting an inverted reality. 

 

The impact of our reality on our mental well-being is of great importance, as it deeply 

shapes our thoughts, emotions, and actions. When our perception of reality contradicts 

the inherent laws of nature, it can lead to substantial emotional turmoil. On the other 

hand, embracing a lifestyle that aligns with these natural laws becomes crucial to foster 

our emotional well-being. By understanding the fundamental principles that govern the 

creation of our reality, we empower ourselves to shape our experiences into a reality that 

is rooted in positive emotions. 


